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ABSTRACT:
In a other work, we have highlighted a theoretical point of view that there is an relation between the earthquake-resistant
architectural design codes and, the urban and stylistic characteristics of buildings and urban forms of the Algiers architectural
heritage dating between 1830 and 1930. Following this, we hypothesized that its various stylistic and urban characteristics have a
direct impact on the resilience of buildings to earthquakes. The purpose of this article is to try through the computer simulation
examples of some stylistic and urban characteristics to prove the validity or not of our hypothesis.

1. INTRODUCTION:
The Algerian architectural heritage of the period from 1830 to
1930 is now in a state of high degradation that may lead to the
destruction of the buildings and the disappearance of this
heritage.

Figure 02: Data correlation. (Souami, 2012.)
2. METHODOLOGY
To demonstrate the role of urban and stylistic characteristic in
the behavior of buildings during an earthquake, we realized a
computer simulation with simplified examples. Each example
will highlight one specific characteristic of the buildings of the
studies period.
Figure 01: Algiers architectural heritage 1830-1930.
In our opinion, we assume that this is rather due to a lack of
knowledge about the seismic characteristics of this heritage, and
not a lack of an earthquake-resistant potential of the buildings.
In first time we are based on the work of Milan Zacek, and we
had prove that there is an relation between the earthquakeresistant architectural design codes and, the urban and stylistic
characteristics of buildings and urban forms of the building of
the studied period.
Now, we have to prove the validity of our hypothesis with using
the computer simulation.

To highlight the impact of each feature, it was important to
reduce the risk of interference with other factors to avoid to
skewed the results of the experiment. This led us to a double
simplification.
First on the body itself, we decided to simulate a front wall and
not an entire building. This we'll have to take into account a
large number of other parameters, with the risk of interference
between the parameters.
Secondly, the simulation will verify the impact on one factor,
that of the arrow that corresponds to the amount of movement
of the building. This choice is justified by the fact that the
simulation is done by applying a lateral horizontal force on a
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single wall, which doesn't really give the possibility to assess
the impact of other factors of the earthquake on constructions
such as the twist.
Our simulations consist of a variation in each example of one
stylistic or urban characteristics of the wall, and raise the
quantity of movement of the wall in the direction of the seismic
action level by level.
Various simulations1 performed on the engineering software
ETABS 2013, in its version 13.0.0 (evaluation version). This
software, created by the company CSI allows the calculation of
building structures and simulation of seismic action on
buildings.
2.1. Urban and stylistic characteristics used:

Figure 03: Case 01

 The tripartite (Tzonis, 1985): The lower level is heavier
than the upper levels
 Buildings arrangement (ordonnancement) (Des cars &
Pinon, 1991): Combinations are repeated regularly and
periodically.
 Individualization of buildings (Loyer, 1994): vertical
overlapping openings and use of bow windows
 Vertical Hierarchy: reduction of the height of levels.
2.2. Presentation of examples:
From a basic example, we create six different configurations
that we simulated by computer.
 Case No. 01: This case is our reference model as it is
supposed to represent the best case if the recommendations
of the Algerian earthquake regulations (RPA, 2003) are
followed. it has a regularities of its elements both vertically
and horizontally, and it hasn't any retreats or cantilever. The
various features of this wall are:
 Wall Width 36.8 meters;
 wall height 29.3 meters
 Number of Levels 8;
 1st level Height: 4.1 meters;
 Height other levels: 3.6 meters;
 Module frame: 3.85 meters;

Figure 04: 3d view of case 01
 Case 2: This case keeps the same criteria as the first except
the horizontal rhythm of horizontal openings is disrupted
with distances that vary all the time ranging from 3.05
meters to 5.3 meters.

 sizes of openings: 2.4 x 3.5 meters for the first level
and 1.2 x 2.1 m for other levels.

Figure 05: Case 02
1

We thank Mr. Jugurtha Talmatkadi civil engineer who made
the simulations with ETABS.
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 Case 4: This case is the addition of an cantilever of only one
meter. The surface of those elements is less than a quarter of
the total area of the wall (8.76%).

Figure 09: Case 04

Figure 06: 3d view of case 02

 Case 3: in this case it is the superposition of all the elements
that changes to a organization staggered openings.

Figure 07: Case 03

Figure 10: 3d view of case 04

 Case 5: it consists in introducing withdrawals in the
horizontal and vertical directions:





Figure 08: 3d view of case 03





Withdrawal between the 5th and 6th level : 50
centimeters (direct withdrawal);
Withdrawal between the 6th and 7th level : 40
centimeters (direct withdrawal);
Withdrawal between the 7th and 8th level : 80
centimeters (slanted wall);
Withdrawal between the floor and ceiling of the 8th :
80 centimeters (slanted wall);
first level Height: 4.1 meters;
height levels 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th: 3.6 meters;
Height 7th and 8th levels: 2, 6 meters.
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Since the last two levels have a meter less than the
other levels, their openings are smaller 1,2 x1, 2
meters instead of 1.2 x2, 1 meters.

Figure 11: Case 05

Figure 14: 3d view of case 06
2.3. Additional data:
Since the study corpus is from Algiers, we decided to make
seismic simulations as recommended by the Algerian
earthquake regulations that class Algiers in areas of high
seismicity (zone III), and the studied building from 2nd group
because it is a residential building with height less than 48
meters.
Finally, in order to give more objectivity to our research, we
have chosen to do simulations on different cases using two
different types of materials (concrete and masonry). This will
allow us to see not only the impact of urban and stylistic
characteristics of the corpus of studies, but also the impact of
the material according to these characteristics.
Figure 12: 3d view of case 05
 Case 6: This case is the combination between the
characteristics selected for this research.

CONCRETE
WEIGHT
24,52KN/M3
MASS
2,50KN-S²/M4
E2
32164195KN/M²

MASONRY
WEIGHT
21,21KN/M3
MASS
2,16KN-S²/M4
E
12410564.2KN/M²

Figure 15: Characteristics of materials
3. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS:
3.1. Presentation of results:
After each simulation, we were able to have the displacement
values in millimeters. We can appreciate through a pattern of
movement and a table of various displacements level by level.

Figure 13: Case 06

2

Modulus of Elasticity
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Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

1,47018
1,42160
1,36818
1,27676
1,16733
1,03866
0,87948
0,69134

Case 01

1,53073
1,47577
1,41629
1,31842
1,19860
1,04403
0,88764
0,69542

Case 02

1,70625
1,59852
1,47873
1,34472
1,20256
1,05070
0,89452
0,71140

1,72984
1,63292
1,52488
1,40371
1,26597
1,12087
0,96619
0,75274

1,81667
1,71816
1,60740
1,48020
1,33685
1,17931
1,00260
0,77512

Case 03 Case 04 Case 05

1,93826
1,82998
1,70966
1,57374
1,42156
1,24149
1,05615
0,80583

Case 06

Figure 20: Value movements level by level from the smallest to
the largest displacement for concrete.
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Figure 16: example of pattern of movement.

3,03389
2,93805
2,83172
2,64522
2,24550
2,14133
1,81195
1,40421

Case 01

3,13560
3,02893
2,91241
2,71557
2,47135
2,15514
1,81914
1,41930

Case 02

3,51086
3,30897
3,06993
2,79771
2,49808
2,17434
1,82201
1,44102

3,52133
3,32051
3,10660
2,86261
2,58195
2,28066
1,96098
1,52111

Case 03 Case 04

3,73314
3,53710
3,31416
3,05352
2,75485
2,42128
2,04190
1,56255

3,93104
3,72080
3,48436
3,21151
2,89751
2,52992
2,12668
1,62242

Case 05 Case 06

Figure 21: Value movements level by level from the smallest to
the largest displacement for concrete.
3.2. Presentation of results:
A.

The first result that emerges from these simulations is that
the properties used in the simulations have an impact on
the amount of movement that can occur during an
earthquake. For the cases studied the displacement value
increases from 15.54% at first level to 29.57% in 8th level
for masonry, and from 16.56% at first level to 31.84% in
8th level for concrete.

B.

The order of the sizes of displacement of the wall varies
from one material to another. Indeed of the 48
displacement values obtained for each material, 11 does
not rank in the same place, which is a rate of 22.92%.

C.

The ranking of the displacements of the wall made of the
same material from one level to another is not the same.
For the concrete wall at the 8th level the study case with
the less important displacement is the 5th then the 6th, the
3rd, the 2nd, 1st and finally the 4th. But for the 2nd level
it's the 6th then the 2nd, the 5th, the 3rd, the first and
finally the 4th.

Figure 17: example of a summary table.
Initially, we grouped the data by materials in a summary table.
Then in a second step we classified in another table the results
level by level from the small amount of movement to the more
important to see what cases are the most important.
Level
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Base

Case 01
1,81667
1,71816
1,60740
1,48020
1,33685
1,17931
1,00260
0,77512
0,00

Case 02 Case 03 Case 04 Cas e05
Case 06
1,70625 1,72984 1,93826 1,47018 1,53073
1,59852 1,63292 1,82998 1,42160 1,47577
1,47873 1,52488 1,70966 1,36818 1,41629
1,34472 1,40371 1,57374 1,27676 1,31842
1,19860 1,26597 1,42156 1,16733 1,20256
1,04403 1,12087 1,24149 1,03866 1,05070
0,87948 0,96619 1,05615 0,88764 0,89452
0,69134 0,75274 0,80583 0,69542 0,71140
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

Figure 18: Table of displacement in millimeters for concrete.
Level
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Level

Case 01 Case 02 Case 03 Case 04 Case 05
3,73314 3,52133 3,51086 3,93104 3,03389
3,53710 3,30897 3,32051 3,72080 2,93805
3,31416 3,06993 3,10660 3,48436 2,83172
3,05352 2,79771 2,86261 3,21151 2,64522
2,75485 2,49808 2,58195 2,89751 2,24550
2,42128 2,17434 2,28066 2,52992 2,14133
2,04190 1,81914 1,96098 2,12668 1,82201
1,56255 1,41930 1,52111 1,62242 1,40421
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

Case 06
3,13560
3,02893
2,91241
2,71557
2,47135
2,15514
1,81195
1,44102
0,00

Level 8
Level 2

3,13560
1,81914

Case 01 Case 02

3,51086 3,52133
1,82201 1,96098

Case 03

3,73314 3,93104
2,04190 2,12668

Case 04 Case 05 Case 06

Figure 22: Classification of cases studies based on the value of
displacements between the 8th and the 2nd for a concrete wall.
D.

The case number 01 supposed to be the most favorable is
ranked second to last.

E.

Finally, case studies 02 and 03 are not the worst even if
they do not respect the rules of the repetition of the same
rhythm and symmetry to the case 02, and the
superimposition of openings in the case 03.

Figure 19: Table of displacement in millimeters for masonry.
To make the comparison easier, we assigned to each simulated
case a different color in the table. This will allow us to easily
identify if the order of movement is the same between the 2
materials level by level, but also to see if the order is the same
between the two materials.

3,03389
1,81195
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of case 6 with the introduction of several pieces of
floor. Presumably the balconies have played the role
of stiffener stiffness enhancing the wall at this level.

4. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTIVE:
This study gave us the opportunity to test some hypotheses and
refute others.
 The stylistic and urban properties of the studied corpora are
directly involved in the good behavior of buildings during
the earthquake, because the most favorable cases with the
least travel are generally cases 4 and 5, which have precisely
the characteristics studied.
 Depending on the material used, the order of the results
differs from one configuration to another. This implies that
the regulations should in their recommendations on the
properties of shapes do not offer absolute recommendations,
but adapts those recommendations according to the
materials.
 The rigidity is the principal factor to explain the results of
our research. Both for the confirmation of hypotheses or for
disprove them. This is based on the principle that a more
rigid wall is a wall that undergoes less displacement.








Case 2: although we have the same ratio between the
full and empty in this case than in the reference case,
the change in the distance between the openings give
us the possibility to have a larger sections of walls
which are more rigid, seen that the ratio between the
height and width is more important.
Case 03: the rigidity of a wall increases with the
number of bays. Thus, in the base case, we have nine
bays. In case number 03, the openings were placed
staggered, with openings superimposed every two
levels. We created without realizing 19 bays, which
have led to rigid the wall and thus reduce the
displacements.
Case 4 and 5: these are stiffer for two reasons. First,
the last two levels are lower than the other 6 levels, so
the ration between the larger and the height of the
wall is more important. Second, the openings of the
last two levels are smaller than the other, it gives a
more important ration between full / empty than the
base case.

Figure 23: Element in cantilever.
Finally, the various simulations have given us the opportunity
to see the impact of certain factors on the importance of the
displacements of a wall subjected to an earthquake in Algiers.
In the future, we need to broaden the scope of our investigation
by crossing over architectural parameters related to buildings
(building entirely, include the empty, the mass of the building,
the proportion of building ... etc.) And checking the other
effects of an earthquake (torsion, shear ... etc.).
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Case 2, 5 and 6 for concrete: from the 1st to 4th level
the case number 2 is ranked first or second, but from
the 5th level it ranks behind the cases 5 and 6. This is
explained by the fact that from this level there are side
withdrawals and reductions in the level height, which
significantly increases the rigidity of the wall from
there.

 Case 5 and 6 for masonry: we note that the case 5 is
always ranked better than the case 6 with the
exception of the 2nd level. This can be explained by
the fact of the presence of cantilever in the 2nd level
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